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FROM TILE TOP OF TIIE TOWrER Auan RobinsoD

As someone who has played with motor cycles ever since the day  I
stole a master's Cyclade power assisted pedal cycle from the school cycle
sheds,  I  feel that our dear old friend  (I)  Jim  Swift  has  overstepped  the
bounds of possibility by  far  too wide a margin in the  Bemsee  magazine
with  an  article  about  guns!   Too  far  by  half  for  he  has  forced  me  to
respond.   As  interesting as  guns  are,  the  Bemsee  magazine  is  surely  for
racing  enthusiasts  and  with  my  vague  claim  to  a  National  Union  of
Joumalists card I  am now going  to  ply  my  wife  on  a typewriter in an
effort  to  produce  something  rather  closer  related  to  things  inside  the
world  of motor cycling.

I had an  axe to grind at one time for Honda and am now extremely
sorry  that  they  have  seen  the  hard  economics  of  the  world  of  motor
cycling which decay a little every day  and especially when 560 potential
purchasers are being killed  weekly in Vietnam.   Anyway  the end had to
come and better in  the winter than half-way through the summer season.

I believe  that  Reg Dearden in his  letters to the weekly €comics' had
not realised the sheer and utter enthusiasm that Honda generated among
young  people  who  have  gro\un  up  into  motor  cycling  and  motor  cycle
sport over the past eight years.   Nor can he have  realised that  the  sheer
volume of finance poured into the sport by Honda's  sponsors  insisted on
world_wide  activity  and  support.   We tend  to think that Castrol pay  for
publicity  only  in  the  U.K.-not  so,  they  are  an  intemational  product
company   and   so   are   Dunlop.    In   consequence   interest   in   Holland,
Germany-all  Europe.  and  Japan  results  in  greater  support  of  racing
and  we  progress  past the minority  sport  we are at present.   The interest
Honda generated was not just in the U.K. but on a world front and now
that the Japanese have decided that the world of four wheels offers more
profit in terms of publicity for their road products no-one can deny that
the millions of pounds they have put into the game have really improved
racing and kept alive  the sport on an international basis.

Reg Dearden has said that the Japanese lost the war, but it is sheer
nonsense  to  bring  the  fighting  of 25  years  ago  into  today's  sport  when
87.3 per cent of all competitors have been bom  since VJ day.   Certainly
Honda  with an average company age  of 26 can hardly be dragged into
any  6war-mongering,  slanging match.   Nakamura  was  involved  with the
Zero fighter-now he designs  the car engines.  surely a better outlet.

Where  racing  will  go  if  the  other  big  Japanese  names  pull  out  is
uncertain, but certainly the sport cannot retum to the halcyon days that
existed  in Britain's heyday when the Norton reigned supreme.   Let's  get
on  with what we  have got!   Everybody has grown up past  the attractive
amateur   professionalism   and   the   erratic   business   arrangements   sur_
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rounding  racing  that  existed  in  those  far.off  days.   The  past  has  been
overtaken  by the desire  to sell' at a profit either machines or the  facility
to  go  racing.   Bemsee  and  all  racers  have  got to  be part of the  picture
and to exploit it to  the full.

I  see  that  Bemsee  have  been  getting  some  knocks  in  other  club
lnagazines  about  its  £3  subscription  and £2  per  ride  policy}  but  it  is  a
fact  that  as  a  very  impartial  observer  at  Bemsee  meetings  and  one  or
two  others,  those  n|n  under the  command  of the  crossed  Union  Jacks

seem to iustil in riders the essential need for a- bit better ri_ding afld a bit
more  professionalism  than elsewhere.   Grand Prix discipline is  good  for
the clubman'

Scrutineering  by  B.M.C.R.C.  is particularly good,  and essential too
for if a  starry-eyed youth produces his ill-prepared first  racing  machine
to  an  inefficient  scrutineer  and  gets  away  with  it,  his  preparation  will
ever  after  be  sloppy,  the  machine  will   be  dirty   and  tatty  and  motor
eycling  as a sport  will be decaying that little  bit  more.   The image  of  a
sport  is  all  important  to  spectators,  especially  new  spectators  or  those
who only  watch certain meetings each vear.   Footballers invariably  wear
clean boots, stockings, shorts and shirts', and car meetings specify in their
regulations  that mechanics  and drivers must wear clean overalls.   Motor
cycle  meetings  seem  to start badly  with  haphazard  parking  all  over the
paddock.    People   rush   about   on   racing   machines   without   helmets,
goggles  or  gloves  and  Fred  alwavs  wants  to  park  next  to  his mate  Joe
who is trying to avoid him becaus'e he hasn,I had all his tools back since
the  last  time  they  parked  together.   In  short,  it  starts  a  mess  and  can
finish the same way unless the marshalling is slick,  the organisation fi-
and just,  and  the  racing  keen and as  professionally done  as possible.

The  pa)ment  of a  fair  subscription to  belong  to a  good  club  plus
the  fact  that  a  reasonable  entry  fee  almost  guarantees  a  reasonable
standard  of  rider  gives  Bemsee  meetings  that  atmosphere  shared  only

•-} ith the really good enthusiastic clubs elsewhere.

I am certainly no snob, although the foregoing may imply  this, but
would think that by the time you have paid a minimum of 9d. per mile
to  transport  the  machine  to  a  meetingg  plus  at  least  £60  a  year  for
essential maintenance, tyres, chains, eta., it is well worthwhile guarantee-
ing yourself a decent ride.

Bemsee  seem  to  provide  that  guarantee  and  how  pleasant  it  is  to
have  a printed programme and really experienced organisation that can
cope when weather, or an  accident,  upset the days  well-laid plans.

It,s great to have a magazine too and I hope that we  can get more
articles-ven ramblers like this-n motor cycles and less on shotguns!



Concluding  Ivan Hackman,s  Article  on
Machine  Preparation

Camshafts are the next point.  There are many types on the market
at present.   Some, with contours like  bricks, may inpress the tuner  but
do  not  mean  guaranteed  performance.   The  really  I. square ,, jobs  give
very  vicious  valve acceleration.   This results in  rapid guide wear, a  risk
of  bent pushrods,  and  great  strain  on  valve  springs.   A  slightly  milder
contour  may  result  in  less  spring  acceleration,  hence  less  tendency  to
valve  bounce  and  consequent  increased  r.p.m.,  plus  power  coming  in
at lower I.p.m.  This was demonstrated on the two Atlas motors at Monza
last  year.   The  benefit  in  reliability  goes  without  saying.   Stellite  cam
build-ups are popular. but often lose the cam lobes in mid-stride.  Lumps
of stellite flying around inside a motor do not do a lot of good!

I have often met people who will increase compression and advance
their timing.   With an increase in C.R.,  the  timing will often have to be
retarded   from  the  standard   settings  to   avoid  pre-ignition  and  over-
heating.   The  more  efficient  an  engine  is,  the  less  advance  is  required
in any case.   A motor  with a deep combustion chamber  and high dome
pistons-as a Triumph-needs a  fairly  high advance as the flame travel
is  longer  (in  time)  due  to  the  combustion  chamber  shape.   A  Norton
twin  having  a  flat  piston  and  shallow  chamber  has  more  direct  flame
travel,  and  thus  more  efficient  combustion.   A  Norton  racing  650  will
thus use only 28o  full advance  as opposed to 39o on the Triumph. (With
high compression pistons.)  Over advance on either will take the edge off
perfo-ance.

The greatest gain in perfo-ance comes with very efficient breathing
and  valve operation.  To this end, light pushrods,  valve spring retainers,
rockers,  cam  followers,  will  all  assist  in  increased  r.p.m.  without  valve
bounce.   Thus  the  improvement.   Larger  ports,  inlet  valves,  and  Garbs.
also help  this, although the larger the port, the higher the r.p.m. needed
to preserve the power band,  i.e.  a small carb. motor may be slower, but
will come on song at lower r.p.m.   A medium between the two is prefer-
able for most,  unless  one has mastered the art of riding a motor with a
narrow  power  band,  where  more  than  four  gears  can  be  very  useful.
The great success of big twins lies in their broad power band compared
with  that  of  most  singles.   Polished  inlet  ports,  and  the  precise  length
of exhaust pipe  required  for the engine, plus the right megaphones, will
often make the difference between being placed and '. also ran.''  Ignition
and valve timing are also critical, and precision  here  makes for greater
power and reliability.  An engine correctly set up and run in should then
nm  a  full season without so much as talchg of the head-Ply valve,
plug, and contact clearances to be watched.  (IF you are lucky!)



Many disagreements-yes-bound to be.  In general this comment-
ing  is  sound for most club racing however.   I ran  a Dominator  99 last
year,  with  standard  cans  and  lk,,  carbs.   It  was  absolutely  reliable
mechanically,  and  was  placed  in  the  first  three  nearly  every  time  out.
Max. r.p.m. 7,800-no valve bounce.  I have been beaten by more highly
tuned  motors,  but  they  have  often  blolm  up  since  then.   I  have  also
been  beaten  by  slower  motors,  but  they  had  better  riders.   Plenty  of
highly  tuned bikes of course  are dead reliable. but maybe their owners
are  less  lazy than me on maintenance.

Anyway,  as  I  said,  I  am  only  voicing  an  opinion.   Now  perhaps
#  J       the dissentors will have a go at contradicting, but at least my way is the

cheapest way.



The   Competitions   Committee   has   approved   the   following   rule
goveming (. Advertising ', and this rule will come into force as and from
lst  April,  l968.

G.C.R. No. 201.  ADVERTISING

Advertising may be displayed on a motor cycle and  on the driver's
and/or passengers  clothing  and  helmet  in  any  competition held  under
the permit of the  A.C.U.  or a Local Centre of the A.C.U. subject to the
following  conditions.

(a)   No  advertisement  shall  be  displayed  within  three  inches  of  any
number plate or number plate panel.

(b)   No  advertisement  shall  be  displayed  on a driver's or passenger,s
clothing below the lmee.

(a)   No driver shall be permitted to display  any  advertisement on his
motor  cycle  or  on  the  clothing  and/or  helmet  of himself  or his
passenger (if carried) unless  he  (the driver) is the holder of a cur-
rent  National  Competition  Licence   and  the  licence  has   been
endorsed   to   allow   advertising   to   be   displayed.    The   fee   for
endorsement of a National Competition Licence for advertising to
be  displayed  is  £2  for  the  period  of  the  National  Competition
Licence.  This fee must be paid in addition to the no-al National
Competition  Licence fee.

(d)   The name of the motor cycle and/or sidecar and/or the name of
the driver will  not be regarded as advertising.

(e)    Notwithstanding the above conditions the promoters  of any com-
petition may'  at their  sole discretion, prohibit the display  of any
advertisement, or any particular advertisements on a  motor cycle
or on the clothing or helmet of any driver or passenger.

(I)    Where  advertising' or any  particular advertisement, is prohibited
all drivers  must be notified  at least seven days before the date of
the  meeting.

(g)   The A.C.U. may prohibit the display  of any advertisement which
it deems to be offensive or not in the best interests of the sport.

(NOTE:   Advertising  at  lntemational  Competitions  must  be  in
accordance with the provisions of ART 0516 of the lntemational
Sporting Code.)



MUTUAL  AID
For Sale

SPECIAL   PARTS   for   Triumph  pro-unit   and   unit   motors.    Hollow
tappet  adjusters  (with  intemal  allen  key  hexagon)  c/w  aircraft  dural
nuts-25/-  the  set.   Dural rceker  spacers-10/-  the  set.   Lightened  and
polished  rockers-£4  the  set  (exchange:..   Aircraft  aural  barrel  shaped
pushrods  (30%  lighter and stronger) unit 350/500 motors-64/-  the  set.
pre-unit 500/650-£4 set.  Aircraft dural three keyway gear pinions with
idler-£6   12s.  6d.   Dural  magneto  wheel-57/6d.  each.   Alloy  fanned

a  )      supgcFalP:aat=sf!Xs rsa.gmneefc.n:Ipa.I,dp,'nueg, i3:34a,''ee,nc.)SCf:e.WmSilo2/1-/-,. e£:5
special dual rate racing valve springs (English, Swedish Americanl from
ll/-  to £6  10s.  Od.

Roger  Bowring,  448  West  Green  Road'  London,  N.l5.
Telephone:   01-888  6515  (after  6  p.m.)

VELOCETTE   THRUXTON   production   racer.     Several   mods   and
several  successes.   Reasonable  offers please.

I.  Allen,  7 Azakea  Avenue. Wick ford,  Essex.
Telephone:   Wick ford  2180.

DUNSTALL domiracer camshaft hardly used c/w followers and instruc-
tions-£12  10s.  Od.   American  type  racing  profile  dominator  camshaft.
Never used and come c/w followers-£8  10s. Od.

I.  Hackman,  133  Montgomery Close, Stewartby,  Beds.

AUTOLITE  RACING  PLUGS.    All   grades   available.    Please   state
requirementsut/-  each.

B. Hussey, 29 Great North Road, Stanborough, Welwyn Garden City,
Herts.

l966 YAMAIIA TDIB RACER sparkling and immaculate with special
glass  fibre  tank.   Girlings  and  newly  lined  brakes  by  Ferodo.   A  great
little machine with  two new spare cylinder barrels, 50 piston rings (cost
l7/6d.  each!).   All  gaskets,  oil  seals,  5  sprockets,  plugs  and  small  end
bearings for an active  season.   Spares alone  worth  over  £llO retail.   To
see  is to buy this fast (too fast for me) machine for £350 the lot.  Better
value in a racing machine would be hard to  find.   Used only  four times
in1967.

AIlan Robinson, 21  Stringhams Copse, Send Marsh, Ripley'  Surrey.
Telephone:   Ripley 349l.



bAIJTUAL  AID    (Contl'nued)

Assistance

Keen  applicant  for  passenger.    No  experience  but  willing  to  learn.  6,
and  12st.  7lb.

N.  C.  Bullen, 46  Dawnay Road,  Earlsfield,  London,  S.W.18.
Telephone:   Wimbledon  5432.

KNOW YOtJR LAW - No. I BertBeavis         }

Having  driven  and  ridden  many  types  of  vehicles  for  over  thirty
years, and  having studied  the various  and many  Traffic Laws  for nearly
as long, I am still finding out things I did  not lmow, and yet we are told"Ignorance   of  the  law  is   no  excuse.''    How  then  can  the  ordinary
motorist  or  motor  cyclist  expect  to  understand  the  many  and  varied
laws.

My  aim  in writing this article  is to  help unravel  some  of the  lesser
known  facts of  traffic law,  I  do not intend to deal  with  the  well known
facts,  such  as  speed  limits  and  similar  misdemeanors;   these  are  under-
stood and the penalties well lmown.  It is impossible in  one short article
to  give  all the answers, so maybe,  if  this is  suitable,  I may  be  asked  to
continue  at a later date.

I  shall from time to time refer to.Stated Cases'.   What  is  a  {stated
case'?   A  Magistrates  or  other  Court  may  dismiss  the  charges  against
a person or persons, the prosecution, very often the police, may disagree
with this finding and well ask for a 'case stated?. This means the evidence
will  be  heard  by three  Judges  who  will  make  a  decision  as  to whether
an offence is committed or not their findings give  other Courts guidance,
should they be confronted  with  a similar case.

Most  of  the  laws  revolve  round  a  contraption  called  a  {Motor
vehicle'.  but what is a motor  vehicle?   The  Road  Traffic  Act defines it
as  'a  mechanically  propelled  vehicle  intended  or  adapted  for  use   on
roads,.

A man  buys  a second hand car which requires an engine overhaul,
but unfortunately he hasn't a garage, so he  parks the vehicle in front of
his  house.   He  then  removes  the  engine  and  takes  it  into  his  shed  for
overhaul.   As this is a lenthy job the vehicle without engine stands out-
side his riouse and the insurance expires.  He was later reported for ¢using
a motor vehicle on a road, without a policy of insurance being in force,.



Two  points  arise  from:Ji)  Is  he   using   the  motor  vehicle?  and
(ii)  Is  it  a  motor  vehicle?    This  is  where  stated  cases  are  useful,  you
may  say'  if  the  vehicle  is  stationary  on a  road  it is not  being used,  but
a  stated case,  Elliott  v.  Grey'  l959, held  that if a motor vehicle  is  on a
road  it  is  using  the  road,  and  therefore  the  vehicle  is  being  used.   In
the  second  point,  is  it   still   a  motor  vehicle?    Our  definition  states  it
should  be  a  mechanically  propelled  vehicle,   is   this  one  mechanically
propelled,  without an engine?   The first thought  is,  no  it  is  not  a motor
vehicle  but  here  again  stated  cases  come  to  the  rescue.   In  Newberry  v.

I  Simmonds,  l961,  a  similar  case  was  dealt  with.   Here  it  was  held  that
a car did not cease to be a mechanically propelled vehicle on the removal
of the engine  if that engine might  shortly  be  replaced.   Similar decisions
have  been  made  where  persons  are  coasting  downhill  without  petrol  or
where they have a  flat  battery.   The Judges  in their wisdom can see  the

gr    )   loopholes  in  the  law  if  they  allow  one  like  this  to escape.   So  our friend
was  rightly  convicted  of  no Insurance.

I  will   deal  with  one   more   small  point  in  this  article.  no  doubt
already  you  can  see  there  is  more  in  the  law  than  you  thought.   The
other  point  is  in   relation   to  6trailers'.    What   is  a  trailer?    The  Road
Traffic  Act  defines   it  as  {a  vehicle  drawn  by  a  motor  vehicle,.   So  a
broken down  motor car  being  drawn  by  another car  becomes  a  trailer,
the  steersman  of  which  does  not  require  a  driving  licence,  the  vehicle
does  not  require  an  excise  licence9  and  insurance  iS  unnecessary.   What
then from  the  points  already spoken  about would  be the  position if the
tow  rope  broke?   The  steersman  would  become  a  driver  and  need  the
lot.   Stated  case  Wallace  v.  Major,  1946,  held  that  a.towed  vehicle  is  a
trailer.

I  hope  in  this  short  article  the  appetite  is  wetted  but  I  will  leave
you one to sort out, and should I  be asked to write again, I  will clear it
up.   This  was  a  question put  to  me  this  week  of an  actual  incident.

H.e  was  asked  to  go  and  tow  in  a  broken  down  vehicle.  having  a
little  knowledge  of  the  law  (he  is  one  of  my  students).   He  took  with
him a young apprentice who could handle a vehicle  but was unlicenced.
Whilst  towing  the  broken  down  vehicle   in,  the  apprentice  who  was
steering   it  misjudged  his   distance   and  knocked  down  a  cyclist.   The`}  question I was asked is, " Are any offences committed and by whom?"

In the  stated case  Wallace v.  Major,  l946,  a  steersman  of a towed
vehicle  was  also  involved  in  an  accident,  he  appeared  at  Court  on  a
charge  of  dangerous  driving  but  it  was  held  this  offence  only  applied
to a driver, Section 2 of the  Road  Traffic Act,  l965 states:.( If a person
drives  a  motor  vehicle  on  a  road  recklessly,  etc.,"  so  the  steersman  of
the trailer cannot be convicted of this offence.  Does he then get off with-
out committing an offence, the answer is no, although he does not require
a driving licence  when acting  as  a steersman, he can be guilty of aiding
and  abetting  a  dangerous  driving  charge  served  on  the  driver  of  the
towing  vehicle.   The  Court  on  hearing  the  evidence  will  no  doubt  dig-
miss  the  charge  against  the  driver  or  give  him  an  absolute  discharge,
and convict the steersman of his part  in  the offence.



This point of driving a motor vehicle on a road can also raise some
interesting arguments.   In one case, a woman, Mrs' Henderson was driv.
ing her car along  a  straight road  when  she  fell  asleep,  her  car  swerved
across  the  road  and  collided  with  a  vehicle  travelling  in  the  opposite
direction.   She  was  charged  with  dangerous  driving>  but  pleaded  if  she
was asleep, how could she be driving' a petty sessional court agreed with
her and dismissed the case, the prosecution however asked for case stated
where  it  was  held  she  was  driving   and  therefore  must  be  convicted.
(Henderson  v.  Jones,  1955.)

A  vehicle  was  left  standing  in  Stockport  Recreation  ground  when
some  youths  got  into  it  and  the  vehicle  was   pushed  along  by   other
youths.  They then attempted to start the  vehicle but were unable  to do
so, when they were caught.  They were charged with taking and driving
away  a  motor vehicle  without  either  the  consent  ol' the  owner or  some  (
other  lawful  authority'.   At  court  they  pleaded  they  had  never  really
driven  the  vehicle,  the  Stockport  Justices  accepted  this   and  dismissed
the  charge.   On  appeal,  the  divisional  Court  stated  The  mere  moving
of  the  vehicle  constituted  driving  away'  and  the  Justices  were  ordered
to  retry  the  case.   The  Divisional  Court  also   stated  the  moving   of  a
vehicle by a person because it was blocking his way would be a sufficient
excuse   that   he   had   reason   to   believe   the   owner   would   pe-it   it.
(Shimmell  v.  Fisher,  1951.)

What does  all  that  add  up to,  it  could  mean,  if pushing  is driving,
that  a  person  who  buys  a  motor cycle  from  a  friend  who  lives  a  short
way  away cannot push the motor cycle  from one  house  to  the  other on
the road, and road includes the pavement, or he will be deemed to  have
driven it and  will  require  insurance, driving  licence, tax  the  lot.

Since my last article  we  have had two new Acts which effect  Road
Traffic : -

I.   Road Traffic Regulation Act,  1967.
2.   Road  Safety  Act,  1967.

The first Act really does not alter the law much but in general can.

:he,!ss n=wftaAnct:elcht:::svao,fi:Fie.n:o,aefat:r=!:l*t: #a6EcanRdegP.ultaS[i:hn:mspienetdO r )
limits,  pedestrian  crossings  and  school  crossings,  but  one  definition  of
interest  arises  that  of  a  hover  vehicle.   A  hover  vehicle   is  a  vehicle
designed to  be  supported on  a  cushion  of air,  and  in the Act  it  states
it shall be a motor vehicle and will be  subjected to any Regulations the
Minister  may provide.

The  second   Act  deals  with  breath   tests  and  driving  under  the
influence of drink. a subject which should not affect students but in case
it does I will go  into it in my next article.   Included in the Act are sec-
tions   bringing   about   a   slightly  different  control   of  Goods   vehicles,
another very big  subject which can be dealt with  perhaps later.   Heavy
goods  vehicle  driving  licences  are  also  mentioned  so it looks  as  if they
may come  back.
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Now  for  this  issues  poser.   Some  time  ago  I  was  driving  my  car
down  a  hill  when,  to  my  amazement,  I  noticed   another  private  car
travelling  at  the  same  speed  and  direction  as  myself  on  the  offside  of
the  road.   As  my  speed  was  about  30  m.p.h.,  I  thought  'the  clot',  but
when I looked again at the vehicle I  noticed  it was driverless.   Luckily
it finally swerved  and ran into a lamp-post doing  quite a bit of damage.
Now  what  is  the  legal  position?   Who  is  to  blame?   Are  any  offences
committed?

Finally' I was approached recently and asked about the position of
the  Excise  licence  on  a  private  car,  as  the  enquirer  had  been  told  his
was  incorrectly  placed.   Looking  around  I  find  them  showing  in  many
and  varied  positions, is there a  legal  position?   Ill tell you  next time  if
you don,t know.

That's the  lot this  time.  I  hope  it gets you  thinking  and arguing.

(The  Club  aclmowledges  the  fact  that  this  and  following
articles  may  have  previously  appeared  in  the  Auto  Club
magazine. )

COMING  AND  GOING* Dennie  Bates

Looking  at  a  beautifully  prepared  machine  often  engenders  the
thought  that  it  must  have  taken  a  long  time.   It  is  also  apparent  that
the  owner  wanted  to  create  the  best  possible  motor  cycle  for  the  task
in view-winning  races.

When  we  organise  a  meeting  we  are  in  a  similar  position,  except
that probably few people ever concem themselves  with the  intricacies  of
it.  Nevertheless, the pride with which the many duties are carried out-
duties  which interweave  to produce highly effective race operation-are
a  source  of considerable  satisfaction  to  the  individuals  and  to  the  Club
as  a whole.

Subjects like first aid;   like the team of three surgeons  in attendance
at  The  Hutchinson  100 (one  of  which is motor cycle mounted  to  reach
the   more   inaccessible   parts   of   the   course),   like   the   insistence   on
Scrutineers  with  racing  and  engineering  experience.    These  are  two  of
the  numerous  aids  to riders which in the  long  run benefit everyone.

So  when  last  month   mention  was  made  of  radio  communication
this  resulted  from  the  need  to  further  improve  efficiency'  for  we  are



aware  of certain limitations which rigid  land  line  telephones  impose  on
the  race  organisation,  especially  when  emergencies  arise.   The  obvious
advantage immediately springs to mind  of greater speed  in dealing with
accidents, but  it  also  means  that  more  rapid  and  accurate  info-ation
is  available  to the Clerk  of the Course;   and accurate information is the
basis upon which the right decisions can  be taken.

Later   this   season-because   it   takes   time-B.M.C.R.C.   will   be
radio  equipped.   At  the  present  we  shall  have  a   master  control  unit
mounted  in the Club  vehicle,  with  two hand  transmitter/receivers.   The
range  is  considerable and under  test good reception was made  from  the
road  behind  the main  grandstand  at  Brands  Hatch  to  the  road  beyond        /
the comer at West field on the grand  prix circuit.   The  system will be on
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Hatch and, looking to the  future,  at any  other clrCult in the COuntry.

An  outline  plan now  exists  as to  procedure.  but  the  real  test of its
advantages will only come once we take delivery and can carry out trials.
The object  will be  to become  fully  operational  as  rapidly  af'ter delivery
as  possible  so  as  to  have  the  service  for  as  many  meetings  as  possible
in  the  late  summer  and  autumn.    Naturally  correct  short  wave  radio
procedure will have to be carried  out.

Perhaps  one might  look  back  over  the  years  and  consider some  of
the  heart  stopping  incidents  which  may   have   been   less   important   if
radio  had  then  been  available.   There  was  the  case  of  the  hare  racing
the  bikes  at  Silverstone,  and  the  pigs  which  somehow  got  under  their
protective  electric   fence;   at  Crystal  Palace  the  female  spectator  who
caused a long  delay  because she  should really have  been in a matemity
ward;   the  fire  at  North  Tower  Crescent,  and  the  never  to  be  forgotten
eight-man pile up at Park curve which caused abandonment of the race;
the  thick  fog  at  Snetterton  where  the  travelling  marshal's  bike  expired
trying  to  conduct  the  riders  around  in  mass  practice  formation.

The  R.A.F.  slang  for  radio  was  6coming  and going'  hence the  title
to  this  article.   The aircrew realised  its  enormous  value, we  shall  surely
prove  it to  ourselves.

P OSTBAG

Dear Sir,
I have read with interest  the  letters  from  Declan Doyle  and Dennis

Bates  regarding  assistance  to  riders  who  are  unable  to  start.   This  is  a
problem  that  affects  most  riders  at  one  time  or another.   That  sinking
feeling  one  gets  as  the  pack  disappears  into  the  distance  in  a  cloud  of
smoke has to be  experienced  to  be  believed.   Dennis  Bates  asks  if poor
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machine preparation is a justification for aid.   But is it as simple as this.
I think not.   I lmow the  technical bods will say that if the carburatiOn,
ignition and timing is oonect a machine should start first time, but they
don't always!   To start with, some  machines have  a reputation for being
hard  to  startutold  stars,  Velocettes,  etc.   Then  again  a  500  twin is
usually easier to start than a  500 single.  Some bikes have to be waned
up  on  soft plugs  and  then  changed  to  hard  ones  for the  race  which is
quite O.K.  if you are  not kept waiting on the grid.   But most important
of all I believe is the fact that, although our sport is not a test of physical
strength,  some  riders  suffer  a  handicap  all  the  time  because  they  are
smaller than others.

I  think  most  riders  will  agree  that  the  start  is  the  most  worrying
part of any race  and_ that it causes more pre-race nerves than any other
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with it altogether and  start  a race  with  engines  running.   Scramblers do
it, cars do it. so why not us?   This would make things a great deal easier
and  give  everyone  an  equal  chance.   This  method  is  not  as  dangerous
as  it  might  at  first  sound  because  even  with  the  present  system  about
85O/o  of  the  machines  start  together.   Also  quite  a  number  of  accidents
are  caused  by  machines  at  the  rear  of the  grid  starting  before  those at
the  front.

These are  only  my orm  views of course, but I should  be  interestc,i
to  hear what other  members think.

C.  McDONNELL,  St.  Neots,  Hunts.

Ed. -The question of starts with running engines has been in Our minds
for a  little while.  It may be that an experiment will be necessary,
so  any riders with ideas  for  and  against are asked to write  in for.
the pages  of this magazine.
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SURREY'S   LEADING
RIDER    AGENT

roR  YOUR
NEW   'OR   USED

Motorq/cle - Scooter - Sidecar - 3-Wheeler.
Main  Agent for all  the  Leadil)g  Makes.

TOURING     +      TRIALS     I     RACING
S^TrsFACFTION  nd  ou  tlnrhalled  AFTER  SALES  SERVICE  aeI|IfI+

®    Part  Exchanges  and  Hire  Purchase  Welcomed     ®

ARTHUR  WHEELER  LTD.
C. fl, 5l. W.t.rlco  RoaLd.   Epsom        TeI. 245O5/6



Dear Sir,

Here  are my answers to the questions put forward by Dennis Bates
in the order in which he asked them:-

I.   No
2.    By  using  your  loaf
3.   When everyone,s gone
4.   Marshals or temporary marshals nominated for this purpose
5.   Obviously  one  does  not push  for  two  hundred  yards  or any-

thing like  it.
6.   No, the motor will be  hot and working by  that time
7.   Give it to him.   He has certn_inly ea_mod  itif he starts__after aI)

the  others have gone.

Perhaps  some  of  my  answers  may  seem  to  be  a  bit  frivolous  but
they are my earnest opinions.  I won,I dwell on the classic start that was
delayed for an incredible time because  of a bod on the Norwich Straight
but I know of a lot of blokes that never rode because motors were stone
cold.   1  realise  there  was  quite  a  lot  of'  assistance  but  not  enough  for
the  unfortunates.   Some  of  these  big  twins  with  little  or  inexperienced
pilots  are  right  pigs  to start  at Snetterton.

I  honestly  think  an  effort  should  be  made  to  get  a  clear  grid  and
get  everyone  a  ride  if  at  all  possible.   Here's  wishing  everyone  a  good
season.   lf  you  see me not starting  for....'s sake  give me a  push!!

DEREK   FILLER,  Hat field,  Herts.

LARGEST  RANGE  IN   THE  WORLD
OF MOTOR  CYCLE  CLOTHING

Helmets.  Goggles. Raoing Feathers
Waterproof CIothing. Boats. Gloves

I LEWIS
@  ___i
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FREE

LONDON  I    124 OT. PORTI.ANI) ST., W.1

BIRMINGllAl1 ®    I24 EDGBASTON  ST.
BULLRING  CENTRE

SHEFFIEIJI) ® Ire TEIE MOOR SHr.rrmLD

60  PAGE. CATALOGUE
(6d. in Stamp| for postal. would I..ppr.cl.ted)
s.nd for your copy now te ollr L®nd®n.ddt-.



Dear  Sir,

I  was  interested  to read  the  letter  from  Erie  Vant  in  last  month.s
issue.

Perhaps I ought to make my position clear:   I am  not  out of  gym-
pathy  with  riders  whose machines  fail  to start, although from  my  own
observations poor preparation accounts for a goodly percentage of these
failures.  Another aspect is unsuitable machinery, either because it hasn.I
dawned on the rider that a machine needs to be tailored  to suit  him.  or
because  it is too high,  too heavy  or a  combination  of both  factors.

The real crux of the matter is surely' can assistance be  given which
is  fairly  given, which also means  that it has to  be seen  to  be  fair.   And
if it  is  pe-itted just how is  the  operation defined?   I  do  not  think  tha,I
Mr.  Vant has  answered me.

Elsewhere  in  this  issue  members  will  find  that  the  club  is  relaxing
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change--for  make no mistake, the  rules  under which  we all operate are
a  powerful  protection  for competitor  and  organiser alike.

Yours, etc.. DENNIS  BATES.

rEa
i  MONTY  a   DUDLEY-WARD

THE
Racing  and  Sports  Machine  Specialists

with over  l8 year of active
Competltion|    Sales    and    Tuning
cpriencc.

Always  a  huge  stock  of  all  types  and  classes of
Recess and Sports modes  - contact us first for your
next machine.
Any  make supplied                 H.P. and Part Exchanges

RACING  ACCESSORIES
FAIRINGS,  TANKS,  PLUGS,  GOGGLES,  A.a.U.  HATS

LEATHERS,  &c.  &c.

High  Street    -    Edenbridge    -    Kent



COMERFORDS   LTD.
The  Motor  Cycle  Distributors  and   Buyers

EXPERIENCED  AND   PR^CTIC^L  SUPPORTER

oF     ALL     PHASES     OF     THE     SPORT

COM ERFORDS  LTD.     "TMRE!SDTIOTTUoT[, !3;RPEY
Telephones:     OI-398-553l   (7  llnes)
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"l\\o,  Wht\t,  When  and  Whore    ?
Clue;      We  understand  that  it is  not  a   Phobof



announce  the

35Occ    OULTON   RACER
Model   35RFS

A  worthy  partner  for  the  25O cc  Silverstone

Limited production only  -  Book your order NOW I

250 cc Silverstone past successes include:
lst Lightwe.lght Manx Grand Prix in l964 & 5
winner  of  the  l964 "Motor  Cycle  News"
machine of the year Award.

And  now in  l967  8th  in  Lightweight T.T.
c. T. Holdsworth - Privet. Owner
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A I2 Volt System
offers the
advantages
of increased
electrical output
together with a
controlled charging
rate.
Write for
information
explaining
the advantages of
I2 VOlt.

Joseph Lucas Ltd.  Birmingham I9
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